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1. Introduction. The object of this note is to derive a priori
inequality based on our recent note 4, which is applicable to the
existence theorem and the propagation of regularity of the solutions
for partial differential equations.

Recently L. HSrmander [2 has already derived a similar inequality
under some conditions for the principal part of given operators.

We shall consider differential operator L in a neighborhood of
the origin in (+ 1)-space: (, x)--(, x,..., z). Let (m, m)--(m, m,...,
m)(m<=m; j=l,..., ) be an appropriate real vector whose elements
are positive integers. The operator considered in this note is of the
form

(1.1) L-- L0 A- [ b ,(t, z)

with

(1.2) Lo-- , a,.(t, x) + II
(a,o(t, x)-- 1)

+l:l= t3x"
(=(<,..., ,), x=x,...x:, ]l=<+... +,

I:m [= a,lm,+ +alm)
where b, are in L and a, in Cg,=).*)

Setting for (1.2) and real vectors $=($,,...,$)
(.a) L0(, x, , $)= a,,.(e, )’

i+mla :ml=m

which we eall the characteristic polynomial of L, we derive a priori
inequality (3.3) under some eonditions for the eharaeteristie roots

() of the equation Lo(t, x, , -- 1 ) 0 for $ # 0.
The author would like to express his gratitude to Prof. M. Nagumo,

Messrs. M. Yamamoto and A. Tsutsumi for their helpful discussions.

2. Definitions and lemmas. Let us define r=r($) for real
veetor$ as a positive root of the equation

(2.1) F(,) ir-=/-- ( 0).
a=l

Then, r is in Cc0) and satisfies inequalities

1) Strictly speaking it is sufficient to assume that as,. are in Ct,) for
k:>m+(+1) Max, mime.
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(2.2)
"-I/K() <= r() <= ,/K($),

where K()is defined by K()--{/= )
The proof is not so dicult; see [43.

Definition 1. We call H a singular integral operator of class

C with the symbol a(H) (x, )-- a(x)h($) (a(x) C h() C

r-l, 2,...) if the following conditions are satisfied:

’--’3’a(x)A,,r- for every/ and
(2.3)

h($) B,fK()-I:"1 for every a.

Then, Hu is defined by

Hu- fe

Definition 2. We define a convolution operator by

u($)-($)() where A($)(C0) satisfies

Remark. i) If 2o(X, V) (eC,> (V--(W,’", W)#0)) is homogeneous
of order zero in V, then by [1 2o is expanded sueh as 2o(Z,V)

=a(z)ho,(V) where a(x) and ho,(V) satisfy (2.3) for (re, m)

=(1, 1,..., 1) and K()-- Hence, if we define a matrix R by

(2.4) R--
0

and set h()-- h0, ($R- ), we can write 2o(X, $R-) a()h($). This

shows that 20(x, SR-) is the symbol of an operator of class C. ii)
Setting A--r/ or A--K($) we can define an operator A.

Lemma 1. Le P() and Q() (i-1,..., k) be in C wih real
valued symbols defined in ()-space wih as a parameter.

Suppose each pair P($) and Q() (i-1,..., k) satisfies $he condi-
tion of M. Matsumura 5, $ha$ is for some H($)eC

2) We shall denote by C positive constants, not necessarily the same even in the
same formula.

3) For u fL we define the Fourier transform [u] by [u]()=()
1 f ( ), e u() d .=

4) In what follows we shall use a notation A0 in the case A=K().
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.(P)+ /=-( )=-_((v))- (v) ((p))

(H)()
and for (t)-P(t)+J-1Q(t) (i=1,...,k) there exists a constant
such that z(H--H) > 0 (i

Then, for the operators J-/t+H(t) (i-- 1,..., k) we have

(2.5) +=- (nh-)- - 3u C

for suciently small h and every n 1), where --(l+t/2h) and
--{(t, x);

Froof has been given in [4].
Now set ,,,-{x; x--x] e} and -e,-/ for latice points V0

in R". Then there exists a partition of the unity such that

(2.6) 0(x) C:(,,), 0(x)-- 1, C

Lemma (S. Mizohata). Let be an operator defined by u($)
=$)($) where ($)(eQ,%) satisfies the conditions:

A.()-O on {; I11}, A()
Then, for the partition of the unity (2.6) we have

E ll (A.o,-o,A.)u llC( ll u ll+
0<laI<k

where C is a constant depending on ,, e, r,k, and M(--Max m/m)
and k is an integer r+(v+l)M.

Proof is essentially the same as that of S. Mizohata [6 if we
remark that ]$]CK($)($]1) and

Lemma 3. Let H(t) (j=l,..., k) be operators of C defined in
(x)-space with t as a parameter.

Setting A--HA (H0--1) we assume
=o 3t-

(2.7) a(g)(t,x,$)A()((--1 2)- (2+K($)

Then, for every e0(>0) we have

for suciently small h depending on So.
Proof. Consider the partition of the unity of (2.6) and let H (t)

be an operator of class C with Ha( (t))--a(H)(t, , ) for each fixed

5) For a function u-’u(t, x), lll uIIl means f u(t, ) I t.
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f

]. If we define A (3"--1,..., k) by Au($)--A()($)($) with ($)eC)
(-0 for I]_1, =1 for [#12), we can write

= t-J

3t-
u

= t- =
+(g?)(t)-H?)(O))O, ot_ ++g?)(O)= =

, z, (1-s) III I, I-cscN: I1 I, I1 (s>o).

Then, we have for 5., by (2.7) and Lemma 2

for I1., and

and for I., and I., by Lemma 2

 c(1115  .],]Au][, we get (2.8)if fix

e(>0) such that (1--2s)(1--s0) for given e0 and take sufficiently
small e and h depending on s. Q.E.D.

(See References of the following article.)


